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Dear Ms Hobbs

BP Australia Pty Ltd - Applications for authorisation A91485 to
A91487

As you know, we act for BP Australia Pty Ltd (BP) in connection with BP's applications for
authorisation on behalf of itself and certain resellers of fuel under the BP brand (Resellers)
regarding their collective participation in the Velocity Frequent Flyer Program (Velocity
Program). The Velocity Program is operated by Velocity Frequent Flyer Pty Limited
(Velocity).

We refer to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission's (ACCC) request for
further information in respect of BP's applications. This letter responds to the ACCC's
request. We understand that the ACCC would like further detail on the likely public benefits
and detriments arising from any third-line forcing conduct that would result if BP were to
make the future supply of goods or services to Resellers conditional upon their participation
in loyalty program activities (proposed conduct), including under the Velocity Program (in
this letter, a reference to participation in the Velocity Program is a reference to participation
in a loyalty program nominated by BP).

Portions of this document that are highlighted in red and are preceded by the word
"CONFIDENTIAL:" contain confidential and commercially sensitive information. This
information must not be disclosed to any third party without the express written consent of
BP. BP consents to the disclosure of confidential information to: (i) the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission's (ACCC) external advisors and consultants on a
confidential basis; (ii) if the ACCC is compelled to do so by law; or (iii) otherwise in
accordance with section 155AAA of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (CCA).
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Relationships between BP and Resellers

The commercial relationships between BP and Resellers are governed by "Privately Owned
Sites Agreements" or similar agreements (in this letter, referred to collectively as POSAs),
which are the agreements under which BP agrees to supply Resellers with fuels and other
goods and services. POSAs also licence Resellers to use certain BP intellectual property
and set out various other rights and obligations.

Proposed conduct

At this stage, BP is pleased at the level of voluntary participation in the Velocity Program
and is not seeking to contractually oblige Resellers to participate.

However, should BP make a decision to do so, it is proposed that mandatory participation
would be sought in the context of the negotiation of POSAs with new Resellers or the
scheduled re-negotiation of POSAs with existing Resellers. In those circumstances, BP
would clearly disclose any relevant condition.

BP notes that is has previously notified similar conduct requiring Resellers to deal with third
parties and mose notifications have been allowed to stand (see, for example, notification
N90978 in relation to preferred supplier arrangements for cafe goods and services (2002)
and notification N91423 in relation to EFTPOS credit card processing services (2004».

It is not proposed that BP would rely on any existing contractual right under any existing
POSA, or seek an un-scheduled re-negotiation of an existing POSA, for the purpose of
seeking mandatory participation in the Velocity Program.

Significant public benefits

BP submits that the proposed conduct will result in the various public benefits detailed in
BP's supporting submission dated 26 March 2015 (Supporting Submission). In
particular:

• (Direct consumer benefits) BP considers that any level of Reseller participation in the
Velocity Program will result in direct consumer benefits arising from the earning and
redemption of Velocity Program points at Reseller sites. In that context, mandatory
Reseller participation in the Velocity Program serves to increase the extent to which
those benefits are enjoyed by consumers. As noted in the Supporting Submission,
membership of the Velocity Program is voluntary and free, and the benefits will be
readily available to consumers at large. As at the date of this letter, approximately

Velocity Program members have earned points at BP-
branded sites, approximately of whom signed up to the
Velocity Program at a BP-branded site. BP considers that reflects the significance of
the benefits being offered to consumers.

• (Consistency) Mandatory Reseller participation in the Velocity Program WOUld,over
time, promote a more consistent offering across the BP-branded network. This would
have two key public benefits:

- first, it would help to avoid any consumer confusion arising from BP-branded
sites offering benefits under various loyalty programs; and
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- second, it would reduce the extent to which consumers would need to seek out
participating Resellers and give consumers a higher degree of confidence that
any given BP-branded site participates in the Velocity Program (BP has already
observed that some customers have an expectation that all BP-branded sites
will offer benefits under the Velocity Program).

• (Improved marketing) The proposed conduct would enable BP to more efficiently
develop and undertake network-level marketing initiatives and promotions in which the
Velocity Program is an element. BP would have the ability to develop marketing and
promotional campaigns in the knowledge that Resellers will be able to honourlreflect
those campaigns.

• (Transaction cost savings - loyalty program participation) As noted in the
Supporting Submission, BP has not attempted to quantify the transaction costs likely to
be avoided by Resellers through a collective participation in the Velocity Program.
However, BP submits that those costs are likely to be significant; Resellers need not
investigate in detail competing loyalty programs or individually negotiate their
participation. Given that retail fuel markets are highly competitive, any savings
achieved by Resellers are likely to be passed on to consumers.

• (Terms of collective participation) If Resellers are required to participate in the
Velocity Program, and as a result the number of participating Reseller sites increases
to a level above that which would otherwise prevail, then Velocity may be willing to offer
BP and Resellers more advantageous terms. Again, given the highly competitive
nature of retail fuel markets, any resulting financial benefits can be expected to be
passed on to consumers.

No discernible public detriments

BP submits that the proposed conduct will not result in any discernible public detriment, for
the following reasons:

• (Limited impact in retail fuel markets) The retail fuel markets in which BP and
Resellers compete will remain largely unaffected by the proposed conduct, for reasons
including that:

BP Reseller sites account for only approximately 1,000 of the approximately
6,000 to 6,500 petrol stations operating in Australia; and

a BP requirement that Resellers participate in the Velocity Program would only
affect Resellers who would otherwise have elected not to participate. In this
context, BP notes that Resellers accounting for approximately

of Reseller sites have voluntarily signed up to the
Velocity Program, which BP considers to be a high level of voluntary
participation.

By extension, the wholesale fuel markets in which BP competes will also remain largely
unaffected.
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• (Limited impact in loyalty services markets) As noted in the Supporting Submission,
each of the other major loyalty programs already has some form of fuel partnership in
place. Accordingly, the proposed conduct is unlikely to have any material effect on
Velocity's competitors.

• (Voluntary nature of POSAs) A Reseller decision to enter into a new POSA, or to re
negotiate an existing POSA, is a voluntary commercial decision. Resellers will retain
the option of refusing to enter into a new or re-negotiated BP POSA and concluding
equivalent arrangements with a wholesale competitor of BP. Resellers are able easily
to assess competing offers in an active and open market. Finally, as noted above, BP
does not propose to force Resellers to participate in the Velocity Program through any
existing contractual rights.

Yours faithfully
Corrs Chambers Westgarth

~ Mark McCowan
Partner
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